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This study examines the use of multilingual deep learning to analyze cross-linguistic similarities of

registers – situationally defined text varieties such as news or reviews (Biber 1988). Register studies have

repeatedly shown that differences in the situational context of a text are reflected in its linguistic

characteristics. However, little is known about register variation across languages (see, however, Biber

2014; Li et al. 2023). One of the reasons for this is the lack of methods enabling the analysis of registers

without the manual interpretation of register characteristics in each language. In this study, we apply

multilingual deep learning to fill this gap.

We examine cross-linguistic similarities of registers using the deep learning model XLM-R (Conneau et al.

2020). Specifically, we target eight registers and eight languages: English, French, Swedish, Finnish,

Turkish, Urdu, Chinese, and Farsi. First, using the multilingual CORE corpora (Laippala et al. 2022) and

XLM-R, we train a multilingual register identification model. The model learns to classify documents to

register classes and creates document vectors that represent the documents in one multilingual vector

space. This allows us to examine registers and their similarities across languages by calculating document

similarities in the vector space. Second, we extract keywords for the registers using the trained model

and the model explanation method SACX (Rönnqvist et al. 2022). This enables the analysis of the

linguistic motivation behind the learnt model. We group the keywords using semantic and grammatical

criteria and analyze the registers and their similarities across languages based on these groupings.

Furthermore, we compare our findings to previous studies based on more frequently applied statistical

methods, such as multi-dimensional analysis.

Preliminary results show that the model learns to identify the registers at a nearly human-level

performance. In the vector space, the documents are structured to language-independent and

register-specific groupings. This shows that the model has learnt language-independent representations

of the registers. Furthermore, the analysis of the keywords shows that the learning is based on

linguistically motivated features. For instance, the keywords feature semantic properties such as stance

and functional features such as reporting verbs that characterize registers across languages – and have

been identified as register characteristics in previous studies focusing on individual languages. Thus, our

findings support the existence of register universals (Biber 2014) and encourage the use of multilingual

deep learning for cross-linguistic corpus analyses.
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